Mastercool swamp cooler pump

Has any one has lost a animal. Our was dripping water and our dogs were drinking it. We have
lost 2 dogs in one day. My concern is what is in this cooler that is making my dogs dying. Sorry
to hear about your animals. Keep in mind that as water evaporates from a swamp cooler, it is
going to leave the solids behind. As the more water is used the more concentrated these
dissolved solids will become. Your dogs probably died of too much arsenic, barium, chromium,
iron, etc. You need to check your local water quality for specifics. To everyone everywhere, do
not drink water from or let animals drink water from a swamp cooler nor should you use the
water in a vegetable garden. I wrapped mine in a screen netting and have no issues now super
simple fix and very cheap. Has anyone had a problem with having two of the Mastercool Swamp
coolers turning on and off the other one. Even without controler. Bought in different years and
Even States. Also in two different Buils. Now even Neighbors that also have one might be
turning mine off when they turned theres of. Only thought is on same frequency?? I have a
good one. My circuit board kinked out after about a year. I watched a video about a guy that put
a thermostat on it. Did that worked great for another season. Just cleaned the pads and now my
motor changed direction after running 5 minutes. Latest update: February 15, Page URL
indicates original publication date; meanwhile, times change and the updates continue. Another
summer is approaching. Here is an unfortunately negative product reliability customer review of
MasterCool evaporative aka swamp coolers, plus water cooler pump installation and
replacement instructions. It should be noted that water cooler pumps are the least of
MasterCool's poor quality control and reliability problems. If the water cooler pump had been
the only incident, I would not have written this negative review. It is what happened next that
pretty much made this review mandatory. Re: Using Mobile? View Web Version : displays Main
Menu article categories will be located below , additional site info below and side , search
function, translation function. Unknown October 14, at PM. M November 24, at AM. Unknown
April 25, at PM. Unknown June 19, at PM. Unknown June 23, at AM. Unknown August 1, at PM.
Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. MasterCool window
evaporative cooler. There is additional information and pictures of the MasterCool evaporative
swamp cooler with the back panel removed following the review. Back page of MasterCool
manual. There are two more screw holes at the base. Both were covered with silicon dry gel.
When I removed the gel, no screws were present. Your results may vary. Once the screws are
removed, slide the back panel up off the side slots remember about those side slots, they'll be
your nemesis when reinstalling the panel and pull panel away from the cooler just a little bit. Do
not try to remove the panel yet, the water hose is still attached. Won't be that difficult. The panel
can now be removed. Brute strength and ingenuity will be required. Welcome to the inside of
the MasterCool evaporative swamp cooler. Note the water hose running along the length of the
left side, it is easily detachable and re-attachable to the three plastic holders you see. You'll be
doing that when you do your quick test at the end. The two pumps you see in the tray are the
water pump and purge pump. Note the two electrical wires running from the pumps to the
square, black hole at the bottom-left of the fan housing. At lower-right, on the outside, is the
water feed. Where the pump wires go. That black, square aperture in the previous picture was
originally covered with the white, square, plastic cover you see. You will need to remove the two
screws and plastic cover. These three items are prime candidates for getting lost, so I put them
in my empty, front pants pocket. Now comes the risky business part. You need to fish those
wires out of that hole. Do it slowly, carefully, and gently jiggle the wires whenever feeling any
resistance. Pulling the wires too hard will unplug them while they are still inside the housing.
You do not want that to happen. You will eventually end up with the two plugs on the outside.
Keeping in mind the warning in the first set of instructions, pull out the old cooler pump plug
and plug in the new one at the appropriate time and as described. Reinsert the wires back into
the housing; and adjust everything the way you want it to be. Then finally put the plastic cover
and two screws back on the electrical access aperture. Everything reattached and ready to go.
Time to do the test as described in the first segment. After the test, refasten the hose back into
the plastic holders. Check entire length for kinks. A side note picture of the floater, controlling
the water level in the tray. Slightly bending the floater rod up or down will change the water level
accordingly. A side note, example picture close up of how the water feed and valve might be
connected to the water supply. Configurations vary. What a difference this new pump makes! I
had no idea how much we were limping along with a worn out volt version. This new volt pump
keeps our two-story cool, even in triple digit heat. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold
by: summit It a great price great product house is so cool now we don't need it on all day and
night. I like the design. It does not collect the dirt much. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new
Sold by: endest Exact replacement part I needed and worked immediately. Skip to main content.
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Overview. Operating since , Hessaire is an industry-leading manufacturer of quality air
movement and evaporative cooling products. Our proflow series Evaporative Cooler Pumps are
compatible with all brands of roof-top and window-mount coolers. The EP is designed for use in
Volt evaporative coolers rated up to 5, CFM of air delivery, and is equipped with several safety
features, such as overload protection, grounded plugs, a flame-retardant housing, and
removable base plates, to ensure an easy, pleasant experience from the customer. For use with
all brands of roof-top and window-mount coolers Motor has thermal overload protection and a
flame-retardant housing for safety Grounded plug for quick and secure connection to the
coolers junction box Removable base plate for easy removal of debris UL listed motor for your
safety Professional installation recommended. Most items are shipped within business days of
receiving cleared payment. We ship to the lower 48 contiguous United States only. We do not
ship to P. Boxes or APOs. For select items, we ship internationally through eBay? We do ship
most of our smaller items internationally using eBays Global Shipping Program. If ordering
electrical items outside of the U. You will need a suitable adapter to use the item in your
country. Certain restrictions apply. You will be notified via eBay messages as soon as your
items ship. Special Notice for Freight Items: If an item ships via Freight Truck Delivery, a valid
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a return, please note that it can take up to 7 business days for the return to be processed. We
do our best to process as quickly as possible. We are extremely fair, and in the rare event of
something out of the ordinary happening with our products or shipping, we will gladly work with
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